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SONG OF THE VIOLET FLAME

DESCEND! Thou Almighty,
Beloved Violet Flame!
The Gift of Life’s Freedom
From Blest Saint Germain;
Blaze thru us Thy Power,
Cleanse all by Thy Might,
Reveal Love’s Perfection
From His Cosmic Height!

“I AM” Thy Full Presence,
Commanding all now,
To be Light’s Dominion
Thru each heart’s own vow;
To fill earth with Splendor
In Thy Mighty Name,
We call into action
Thy Pure Violet Flame!

We stand in Thy Glory,
Thy Great Blazing Light,
Whose Pure Violet Fire
Releases Its Might;
Until in the Heavens
Bursts God’s Cosmic Morn,
Lo! Our World as a SUN
In Splendor is born!

We sing Life’s Great Anthem
In praise unto Thee,
Oh, Pure Violet Fire,
Blaze! Set mankind free!
“J AM” all Thy Presence,
Beloved Saint Germain!
I COME! I ASCEND NOW!
Adored Violet Flame!

—Chanera
GREET you, beloved ones, in the Name of your "Mighty I AM Presence" and your Ascension. May the fulness of that conviction be so established within you this hour that no human questioning, no human conditions or their accumulated substance may at any time in the future interfere with your one pointed vision, your Ascension.

May I congratulate, thru the hand of this beloved Messenger, our beloved Lotus for those words—"I AM" Come. May that blessing of those words be the Eternal Freedom and Ascension for all, because no one can sing those words without My Current of Light and Energy flowing into his or her being and world, to purify, harmonize, perfect and draw each one into the Ascension.

You have heard My Words, beloved ones, that have come down thru two thousand years; and yet, how little has been comprehended of the—may I use the term—gigantic meaning to mankind in their acceptance of those Words. You observed the Cup last night representing the Glory of My Victory, the Goal of all mankind, which Parsifal represents to the world. Allow Me to draw your attention, in as brief an explanation as possible, to some of these things so you may, if you will, become more firmly anchored in the Power of your "Mighty I AM Presence" first, then that of the Ascended Masters and Myself.

I assert to you again, all the Ascended Masters are One with Me in the Perfection of Life! We each fulfill Our own Mission as Life requires it;
but so far as Our Perfection and Wisdom are concerned, according to the need all Ascended Masters are able to reach into the Heart of everything in this Universe and draw forth whatever They require; in Truth, in Light, in Substance, in Energy and in everything that is required. As you quite well know, only in your human octave is a means of exchange required, as you know it to-day. Light in the Octaves above is Our only exchange!

How many throughout these, let us say recent, years have dwelt a little more upon the one statement—"'I AM' the Open Door that no man can shut"? Do you comprehend, beloved students, that to-day in your beloved Chicago, the Goddess of Light made clear and definite to you, and many observed it, that She did open that Door for every sincere student in America and the world? So they may enter thru that Door into the Octave of Light, which is the Ascension of every one. That Door is Real! That Door was opened at that moment into the Ascended Masters' Octave! Do you understand what this means? It is the Octave of the Ascension!

Oh, that the doubts of mankind could be removed, and yet beloved ones, understand they can only be removed by yourselves. We cannot remove that which you insist on holding to. Therefore, in drawing your attention to the "Open Door which no man can shut," in the illustration given you by the Goddess of Light, will you accept that as though you stand alone in the world and that Door is opened for you? It is! You cannot open those Doors, you in the physical octave! It is impossible, but since you have come to know the Presence of all Life which is the Authority of the Universe, your world included, then you are
in the position to allow your Presence of Life, your “Mighty I AM Presence,” to draw you thru that Open Door into Ascension. Humanly, you can but make the call! Leave it to the Wisdom of your Presence as to how, when and at what time it shall be done. You cannot judge in the human!

My beloved ones, silence all attempts of the human to judge. Unless you abide in the Wisdom of your Presence, how can you achieve your Eternal Freedom? It is impossible for the human to judge. If only the beloved students would not attempt to judge, would just live and abide in Our Wisdom! Your Beloved Saint Germain makes no mistakes, and for a single student to criticize Him is unfortunate, most unfortunate indeed!

To-day, in rendering this Service for you, I ask you for a few moments to be still and ask your Presence and the Ascended Masters to take out of your feeling world all doubt. Then will you ask your Presence to take command and fill you with the complete assurance in your mental and feeling world as to Our Reality, of the Truth of every Word that Saint Germain has brought forth!

(Silence)

You will pardon Me if I use the term, but puny human intellects that try to discriminate, try to pass judgment, are but blocking their own pathway in a way that is so unfortunate. Beloved ones, allow Me to remind you again, anything in the world that makes you feel discord within your feeling world or criticism, condemnation or judgment, is human creation trying to prevent your Victory of Life. If you are not strong enough to stand against it and insist on allowing discord to find action thru your speech and feeling, you will go down under it.
Command the human to be silent and call Life, your “Mighty I AM Presence,” to take out of you those discordant qualities; and hold your attention and your feeling away from those discordant things. Every discordant quality that attempts to act in you, is alone trying to prevent your Victory. It does not matter what seems to be the cause. Will you understand, beloved students, there is only one cause in the Universe for all that acts in your world, and that is yourselves, your feeling? Whatever you allow to act within your feeling is your master! This has been said so often, but until it is conquered, We must keep repeating it!

I am trying in the beginning of My Talk to you to-day, to clear your world, to cleanse and purify it, so the Substance which I shall later release will find Its permanent action, and I must have your co-operation. I cannot do something against your will. Your will, so far as your world is concerned, is paramount and your will can lead you to the heights or drag you to the depths. I may not interfere with your free will, not even to save you and bring you into Eternal Freedom!

Since you have gone thru hundreds and hundreds of centuries in human distress and limitations, now when every Force of Light is being concentrated upon the children of earth and Dispensation after Dispensation granted from the Source of all Intelligence, Power and Light to this System of Worlds to give mankind their Freedom —those who have come to know the requirements, surely can give the little needed obedience. Oh, not to Us, but to your own Life!

Remember, beloved students, while this has been said so many times recently, try to feel the full conviction of it to-day: “You are serving Life
for your own Freedom. You are not serving Saint Germain, you are not serving the Messengers, you are serving Life for your Freedom." You are assisting Saint Germain, you are assisting the Messengers, quite true, but if you have the feeling that you are serving them, it leaves you constantly open to outer things to intrude that will disturb you.

You have thought Me your Great Friend and Emancipator thru these two thousand years—but my dear ones, can you not see that Saint Germain is the Law of the Seventh Ray, the Violet Ray, to this earth? It is the only means of releasing the cleansing, purifying Power. Do you not see then, that He is a greater Emancipator than Myself; yet He is using identically the same Laws and He is also using the accumulated energy of mankind whose attention has been upon Me thru these two thousand years. He will also use the energy from those who will come to understand this Law.

No human being on this earth can ever have his or her Eternal Freedom without the Ascended Masters' Knowledge of the "Mighty I AM Presence," the Source of your Life. Please, do not try to pass judgment in the human, when individuals make the Ascension who have given so little outer attention—which has been done and still more will be done thru the Higher Mental Body of each one—perhaps even eighty percent in the coming release of the Cosmic Light could be done, before the outer attention is even drawn to these Great Truths. So allow at no time anything to cause you to pass even an opinion about these Great Laws. Turn your attention to the "Mighty I AM Presence" and hold it there.

I congratulate our blessed, blessed Federal Judge who is using this Power so greatly in bring-
ing Light into the legal world and into the world of industry, needed so much to-day.

Remember, that the forces of destruction having found they cannot gain any headway in openly attacking This Work and the Messengers, are now trying to do it with even greater power secretly. They have no power! We know that and you should know it with even greater intensity than you have up to the present time! Will you take a stronger hold on your feeling and have the determination to silence every tongue that tries to speak against This Work or this Great, Great, Great Light?

I say to you that is one of the fiercest destructive forces toward This Light in America to-day! You, as students, must decide how much you are going to be influenced by it. It is drawing individuals into it from various other sources which have wanted to oppose This Work because they can go there and spew forth their discord and viciousness in darkness and in quiet. Anything that operates in darkness is alone of the darkness! Everyone, even without the knowledge of This Work should understand that! So, beloved students, if you allow yourselves to be drawn into those things, We cannot prevent it, because you have free will.

Remember, this Light will be the Victory of this earth no matter what the turmoil mankind must pass thru in their purifying process. They could have it in peace and harmony if they would; but if they will not, then millions will pass out of these bodies. We shall be prepared to draw them into Our Octave of Light and there remove the remaining obstruction; but We trust mankind will see the Light enough and enough of mankind
make the call, so as to prevent the devastation of America.

Observe, beloved students, to-day why mankind should understand that they own no single thing in this Universe. Life is the owner of all! When individuals give sufficient obedience to Life, Life will supply them with all that any outer form could use in Its Limitless abundance.

Since your "Mighty I AM Presence" has given you Intelligence and Activity thru out these hundreds of centuries, which you had forgotten, realize that you are now being reminded of It again. It is the greatest healing Presence in the Universe. When you can remove all obstruction of doubt and questioning in your mind, the Light of your Presence will heal you instantly; but to hold in your mind something of human determination, will prevent the Light coming forth pure and unqualified to render the Mighty Healing Service.

Do not let any student advise another what that one should do in a crisis. Each one must call to the Presence and determine whether he or she use the outer or Inner means. If you advise another and that one takes your advice and makes a mistake, you are responsible for it. I would not care to take that responsibility, if I were you.

Now, to-day, in calling your attention to these requirements, let Us charge the Current of Energy instantly thru out the room and let those Almighty Healing Currents flow thru each human form, cleansing and purifying each one for Saint Germain has established over this floor the most powerful action of the Violet Consuming Flame yet known and into this We shall sweep all human qualities, if you will permit Us to do so. Then remember, your Self-control of the fu-
ture is the only means by which this Activity may be held sustained.

We love you, beloved ones, beyond any words to express and when We see so many of you nearing the Goal of your Eternal Freedom and then danger, great danger rushes in by doubts and criticism, Our Hearts ache. You have become a part of Us in your willingness to turn to the Light. If you turn from It after once having known It, it is as if your Life Stream pulled Itself loose. We cannot help but feel that, and while We know no sadness nor depression, We cannot help but feel that ache at the failure of one of God’s children. When you understand that anything which makes you doubt or criticize is trying to prevent your Freedom, then you should be alert to it and silence it instantly.

As We reverse these Mighty Currents and release this cleansing, purifying activity to sweep thru you for a few moments, accept them. Then following that, anchor within your being the Power of Light that knows no doubt, fear nor criticism. (Silence)

Thru the “Open Door” which the Goddess of Light opened to you, I draw these Mighty Streams of Light and Energy, charged with the Purity of the Intelligence of the Presence of all Life, anchoring Its intensified action within your physical heart. Whatever sensation you feel, qualify it instantly with the Perfection of Life, the Perfection of your “Mighty I AM,” to set you forever free. (Silence)

How very remarkable it is to find the instantaneous glowing response of your Light within. Remember, my dear beloved ones, after this Charge has been given to-day, as you go again
into the outer world, you must be alert! Stand guard over your feelings! Hold Self-control under all circumstances! Then the Radiance which is established, will go out and harmonize and bring every condition required into Divine Order for your blessing, supply and Perfection.

If your attention is fixed upon the need of supply instead of the Presence that supplies it, how can you expect to have it? If your attention is held so much of the time upon the distress of your body instead of the Presence that can remove it, how can you have it removed? Any person with pain or distress in the body, who is determined, can with great calm serenity say to that: "You have no power! Be thou silent! 'Mighty I AM Presence' see this is done." Then, "Ascended Masters, lend Your Assistance that this may be forever removed, cause, effect and record from my being." Then you would have no difficulty in having these conditions removed.

If you have a critical feeling within you because a condition has not been healed and you take the attitude: "Well it is up to Life to heal me," it is a childish foolish thing to do. You are the cause of those conditions and to take the attitude that Life, if It wants you to continue must do your bidding, regardless of whether you give the obedience or not, is childish and foolish. Whatever condition is in your world you have been the cause of it. Therefore, do not feel critical to Life because you have not been healed. Rather call on the Law of Forgiveness for that mistake still remaining which has prevented the healing.

Oh never, never, never, my beloved ones, question or criticize the request for obedience that is your Freedom. We know what you require, the
outer cannot possibly know. If you do not allow Us to prompt you and help you, then you are lost in the maze of human creation.

Never was a greater more gigantic blessing released to mankind than last night (at Parsifal). To-day is a continuation of it from a somewhat different angle for the blessing, protection and directing Power of the people of America. In this releasing Power to-day, please for a few moments accept, and I mean by that, call your Presence to give you the full power of acceptance so every human quality may be swept from your mind, body and feeling world and the atomic structure of your physical body, that this work to-day be complete.

From the Great Central Sun, the Source of all Intelligence to this System, there is pouring forth into this room to-day Currents of Light and Energy to every sincere student here and thru out America and the world, the exact Radiance which I am releasing to you. They will not immediately know the same full conscious import of it outwardly, but it will be set into action to later find full expression.

May I add again, whenever there is the impulse to speak a critical or unkind word, silence it instantly, that you may be saved from the consequences of its expression. You see beloved ones, it is one thing to feel a thing but it is another thing to voice it and give it the Power of vibratory action thru the spoken word. You give things so much greater power to destroy you, when you allow yourselves to voice things that are a mistake or things that are destructive.

May you accept the fulness of all that I have offered you to-day with so great a Love and may
you understand that in Our Promptings only the greatest power of Love and kindness goes forth—for that is the solvent of the discord in the world—but without obedience We cannot give you your Freedom.

Why do you think, my beloved ones, that more did not give response to Me when I even left the blazing burning Etheric Record of the Ascension? Because the Power of the Violet Consuming Ray had not come forth yet to the earth and only those who were very greatly determined were able to release themselves from the binding powers of human creation. Hence only a few were present to witness that Great Victory of Life, the Ascension.

Oh, my beloved ones, do not ever let the thought or feeling pass thru your minds: "Why don't We come forth in Our Tangible Bodies." My dear ones, time and again We have been ready, but the harmony was not sufficient among the student body to permit it and when you see yourself every little while being subject to voicing criticism and condemnation, then do you wonder why We do not come forth? It is not Our fault. It is not the fault of Life, but the lack of your Self-control. Don't ever say that it is time that some of Us come forth now. You shut your door tighter than ever with such a feeling. Our Wisdom alone must direct. The Wisdom of your Presence of Life must alone direct. I prompt you to-day again.

Our Love enfolds you forever. We want you so earnestly to win your Victory in this life. Accept the new Dispensation. How can those in the outer judge what their Presence of Life with Its vast Wisdom can do for them? It is the Power that raises you into your Freedom, cuts you free
from all human limitations and from the binding power of earth and its accumulation. After all earth is not responsible. Earth would have been pure, if mankind had not charged it with their impurity.

Remind yourselves, will you please, of all that has been done to free the earth, to cut you free from all human creation, to dissolve and consume cause, effect and record of it. Think earnestly, Oh my beloved ones, of how many times these beloved Messengers have issued the Fiat of Life with such great power and determination that you be cut free by the Sword of Blue Flame from all human accumulations and that It dissolve and consume cause, effect and record of that which has held you bound throughout the centuries. If you would accept It, you would have your Freedom immediately.

Now beloved ones, as you return from this hour into the outer world, remember your Victory is your Self-control in feeling, thought and speech. You can be so firm and yet so kindly.

I thank you for this opportunity to render this service, to-day, also to the student body throughout America and the world; and do you realize how precious you are to Us? True, you are struggling out of your human accumulations, but it should be such great rejoicing. Oh, the greatest power of rejoicing! No matter what the remaining struggle might be, still it should be considered an opportunity of the ages. With your Goal in sight, absolutely assured with your obedience to Life, then is there anything in the outer world which should hold you to prevent it!

For your happiness and encouragement I say to you with Great Authority, with Great Power and
speed, there is being withdrawn the influence and power from all destructive individuals. Try to feel that. Try to accept it and continue to assert with all the power of your beings, to all appearances of discord, limitation and distress: "You have no power! You are of but human creation! The Power of My Light is greater than all human creation put together! Therefore, I stand in the Light of God, my 'I AM Presence,' and draw to this human form and my world, their own."

Not one thing in the world can prevent that but discord in your own feelings. To-day, as this glorious cleansing, purifying Activity is taking place and this prompting remains which will make you more alert than ever in your world, let It give you your full feeling of happiness, your supply, your Victory and your Ascension—for Powers of Light that you do not even dream of and that We may not even mention at this time are working incessantly for your good. I thank you and bless you forever.

• GEMS OF LIGHT •

Saint Germain:
When Life, when I, can lift you as I have lifted these Messengers into the opulence of every good thing, then don't you want My Help? Won't you harmonize yourselves that I may give it to you?

Saint Germain:
America needs this Light Oh so much. Do not let yourselves be deceived for one moment. The most diabolical forces on this earth are still watching, spying and playing their network of intrigue to destroy your America; and if it comes to an outer conflagration, too, well will you understand and know how great has been the Truth in My Words.
MR. BALLARD'S "I AM" PRESENCE SPEAKS

Oakland Class, August 24, 1939

"I AM" the Victory of Light in America!

"I AM" the Power that raises up limitless numbers of Ascended Master Friends of America!

"I AM" the Light, the Intelligence, the Energy acting thru human beings to forever silence all human qualities!
"I AM" the Presence that knows the fulfilling of the Mighty Arcturus' Fiat and that of the Goddess of Liberty!

"I AM" the Power, the Intelligence within human beings that draws them unto this Light and demands the silence of human qualities; that My Power of Light may flow forth like a Mighty River unto the blessing of America and her people; to take command of her government thru its officials, Ascended Master Friends of America, who shall be placed there!

"I AM" the Presence that knows no defeat anywhere in this Universe, once I can have the full attention of my garment in human form!

"I AM" the Power of the Light that knows no opposite and that momentum is gaining Its Dominion, until one day not far off, My Dominion shall reign by Its Power of Light thru human beings everywhere.

I issue this Fiat to the dictators of the world: "You shall fail in every attempt to dominate the people and take from them My Presence anywhere in the Universe"!

"I AM" determined to take My Dominion in the Light within the hearts of all mankind and their intellects! Their human qualities of viciousness shall subside; shall be dissolved and consumed by My Power in their hearts! That Light is the Dominion and soon, enough of mankind will be giving the attention which will give Me the Power and momentum thru the raising of mankind, to establish My Dominion of the Light forever, which is Peace and Good Will to man upon this earth!

"I AM" the Presence, the Power and the action of the SWORD OF BLUE FLAME in the Hand of the Higher Mental Body of everyone of My Chil-
dren on this earth; to now cut free forever My Light from human creation and release Its Power of the Violet Consuming Flame, that all human qualities be dissolved forever!

"I AM" the Power that knows no defeat anywhere in this Universe; and have only waited the time, when enough attention of mankind would be given again to Me to assert this Dominion! I call forth the Power of the Cosmic Light, of which I AM the Authority, to release whatever is required, to allow the Powers, the Legions of Light, the Cosmic Beings and the Ascended Masters to take Their Dominion thru mankind upon this earth, to render this Service that I require at this time!

Remember, Children of the Light—"I AM" the Dominion of the Light within your hearts! Let My acceptance take command! Let My Discrimination act within you! Let My Power of Light dissolve all human discord and restore your homes to Divine Order, that Divine Justice may be rendered there to everyone!

"I AM" the Power in the future in the homes of America, and "I AM" Its Dominion there! Children of earth lift thy hearts to Me, I AM thy Life!

Oh, students of Light, waver no longer, "I AM" the Dominion within you! Your Higher Mental Body, which is My Commanding Presence for all Intelligence and Currents of Light and Energy, is All-powerful! Let It act! Call your Higher Mental Body to see that you remain free, untouched by human discord which deprives you of My Presence and Form taking and holding Its Dominion within your human form and world of action. See that this is done to-day, and BE My Freedom of the Light forever!
ELOVED ONES of the Light, great has been Our rejoicing. Since We may not direct you in what you shall do, We often await your decisions to see how much you will follow the promptings. We must do this, and you beloved ones did follow this prompting with considerable determination, and it is well.

Please refrain from any applause to-night, as the Work that is being done requires stillness of the atmosphere for some things I shall say may almost startle you. I shall only take a small part of the time.
We have not intimated this to you before, but when in Chicago I opened the “First Door” into the Octave of the Ascended Masters, Whose Light has been streaming forth ever since, I started a certain Service for your Freedom. To-night, I opened the “Second Door”; and remember, there are but three to be opened! This means much to you, or should, and is of powerful significance in your joy, in your very determined service to the Light. May I congratulate all of you and will you join Us in accepting this. How determined you have been here in the great Capital of your country. I assure you that your efforts will not be in vain, be assured of that!

As this “Second Door” is opened to-night, great has been the Achievement in your city, because of this Substance which was released from this room—and will any of you say to Me that you can sing and not be happy? Do you sing when you are not happy? If you started to and were not happy, you soon would become so.

The outer world has known very little of what the Power of real music means to the world. You have observed certain melodies living with such vividness that always carry so great a harmony and which never changes. Such will become the entire musical activity of the earth as the greater and greater Perfection comes in.

In that which I have been waiting to do, I have received all I required to-night, for its achievement. Saint Germain does not wish Me to advise you just yet of that Activity, but I call your attention to it enough that you may feel the Glory of its Power. Perhaps during the class He may see in His Wisdom to tell you; but, to-night, it is Our great Joy to have that released into Our use.
which has been so useful in your city. May you feel a great reward for your blessed blessed efforts!

It is most encouraging to see how throughout the nation, greater and greater harmony is coming among the entire student body. The change in the desire of the feeling world (shall I say to you?) spells great Victory. Keep on, and on, and on, my beloved ones, in ever increasing joy and enthusiasm in the calls to Life, in the call for Freedom, supply and Perfection.

The Archangel Michael did not tell you what His tremendous Service meant to you in supply, as well as other achievements. Do you understand, my dear ones, how it is that you do not all have the limitless supply of all you wish to use? Sometimes one might be a millionaire and still not have all he wished to use in the Service of the Light. Observe in the future, the magnificent use which will be made of the substance of your exchange. It is only a little further on, until the great decision will be made and, as the Light becomes victorious, how rapidly will human discord disappear.

When the "Third Door" is opened into the Ascended Masters' Octave, you will see manifestations on your earth that mankind could not even imagine. Some very unkind individuals are still asserting that the Messengers have not given the manifestation of the Glory which they represent. How unfortunate those individuals are when never in the history of the earth was so much evidence of Perfection given as has been throughout this class work. So when such assertions come to you, silence them at once!

There are still many foolish individuals in the
world, so if you should meet some of them, take notice and see how foolish human beings can be. It will be no trouble to observe. Mankind are all struggling, some with great joy in accepting the Perfection of Life; some whose human accumulation is so very great battle and battle and battle. Do you know my dear ones that really the only battle there is—is just your own battle with yourself? Oh, many blame persons, places and conditions, but after all, one day, they will find all the battle that exists in the world is just within themselves, so far as each one's own individual world is concerned.

Oh, the resistance that is in individuals when they cannot always have their own way! That is so rapidly disappearing and We rejoice with you. I once knew what it was to feel temporary resistance with very great intensity; so We feel great Patience with unfortunate individuals who allow viciousness to control them, but that can last only for a certain period.

Really the change has been very great in individuals in New York. The Messenger does not know of but two, but there were many in the same position who had been held away from this Great Light by very unkind gossip and viciousness; but when they determined to come and find out for themselves, their joy knew no bounds and such it will be throughout the United States.

In your calls, dear ones, how wonderful has been the manifestation of the Glory of that expanding Light, thru the mental and feeling world of mankind. You have heard the Messengers speak of this very often, but how little is really comprehended of what that means. Your beloved Lotus has conceived marvelously clear this great
activity and how this expansion of the Light thru the spoken word and thru intense feeling released, goes out and enfolds the mental and feeling world of mankind almost instantly; for thru your short-wave Radio you are instantly across the earth. Does that not prove to you that there is one Universal Substance of Light thru which everything plays and acts instantly, and why the Ascended Masters know no time nor space? If you could not hear across the earth instantly, then there would still be time and space but since in your physical octave, you are having the proof that the Great Light transcends time and space, even in your outer manifestation, then why not accept It in the Glory of Our Transcendent Activity? When We say these things to you, you are still having the outer proof, but mankind does not recognize it.

Some of the statements We have made, many have thought were simply far-fetched but after all either before or following there is the manifestation in the outer world of the very thing We have said. Of course We have been using these activities a long time. Now mankind are naturally coming into the more transcendent Activities of Life; for what are We? Just a greater Activity of Life, because We have dissolved and consumed every particle of impurity with which We were surrounded at one time.

The Divine Director never allowed Himself to be drawn into the density of the lower vibration. The Archangel Michael never allowed Himself to be drawn into the lower vibrations which became the present activity of earth. Now then, to-day in your activity, you are steadily rising out of all these conditions.
There are thousands in America, to-night, who
with a sudden determination and dismissing of
human qualities would stand free on the instant.
I call this to your attention here, because of the
many in your midst who stand near the Open
Door of their Freedom and when the “Third
Door” opens, there will be many who will be
actually swept into that Freedom. They will say
and others will say: “Well they made little effort
apparently,” but since all is achieved thru the
Power of your Higher Mental Body, then who
shall say how much effort was made!

Oh, do not struggle, my dear ones. Make your
calls earnestly and sincerely and leave the mani-
festation in the Wisdom of your Presence. If it
is something urgent, such as supply, your health
or something of that kind say: “Mighty I AM
Presence’ see that it is done now,” then leave it
to the Wisdom of the Presence and do not keep
on feeling the outer struggle. Do not keep on
feeling the responsibility. When you have made
the call, know that it is done. Then abide in the
stillness of the “I AM Presence” that allows Its
speedy Manifestation to come forth.

Oh such change, such change! We congratulate
your beloved Leaders in the firmness with which
they have stood in this Light—Drs. Sally and
Bond Bressler. Do you not see, my beloved ones,
how in every locality there must be someone or
more who will not be touched or who will not
waver in their determination to stand in the
Presence of Light and let Its Power pour forth?
Many times, people do not understand their firm-
ness and unyielding attention to the Light but
to-day, in the clearness of the comprehension of
the student body thruout America, so many
things are being understood and accepted which have been a struggle or a resistance.

So to-night, put away, Oh beloved ones, every particle of resistance in your feeling world! Rejoice in your ability to call the Powers of your Presence into action to set you free! That means your health, your supply and everything else! Your call is supreme! Why would it not be? Your Presence answers thru your Higher Mental Body and It knows no opposition, knows no resistance and knows no defeat! Then why will It not act to set you free, supply you and give you health and strength?

There are many of you who can release almost limitless energy and it is wonderful. Here above you is the Limitless Energy of the Universe which belongs to you, which awaits your call to charge your body—but notice, it will not charge it without your call. Try to comprehend, to-night, what that one word "charge" means. When you say: "'Mighty I AM Presence' charge my body and feeling world with Your Limitless Energy," it is the immediate release and if you will stand by that in your acceptance, then as you gain the momentum, you will find the Limitless Energy there at your command.

We observe among the students now and then, one who is releasing that Limitless Energy and no longer knows what it is to become tired or exhausted. Everyone can do it; but, Oh, allow Me to prompt you, to-night, while you are here in this charged atmosphere, as you are always in the presence of the Messengers. You do not guard yourselves sufficiently. As you go out and move in the outer world, you begin to feel that vibratory action pressing upon you, and many times you
give acceptance to it in the feelings without knowing it.

To-night, try it out and see if I am not telling you the Truth. Use your own effort and call to your Presence silently while I am talking now, to charge you with that Invincible Guard as you go forth to-night; so you do not accept one single vibratory action of human creation from the outer world. Then, as you keep yourselves harmonious, you will find that it will be sustained. This is important at this time because much is to be done by the first of August; much is to be done and We are rejoicing tremendously to-night. I think you feel it, for We feel more victorious, to-night, than We have at any time. That means from Our Octave the way is opening for more and more and more to be released to hold the students steady in their call to Life to have Its Glory flood their beings and worlds.

When you have made the call do not let your human qualities question it, but instead let Its Power flood forth. In leaving this with you to-night, remember We are your strong powerful Friends; and as you stand in the Light with a sincerity and undisturbed power in your call to the Presence, We will always stand ready to amplify every sincere effort upon your part.

What a blessing is filling the earth! While much sincere effort must still be made in your calls, until the great change takes place in your government, in your industries and in your transportation, clearing out every destructive force; yet remember, your calls to the Presence of Life, the “Mighty I AM,” amplified by the Ascended Masters, are the Greatest Power in this Universe, to bring about the remedy of these conditions. It
is the only thing that can make the constructive activity permanent.

If you allow war to come into your country, still following it, this work would have to be done. Be not deceived, my dear ones! In your midst there is still a network of destructive individuals and spies throughout your country. Oh, that the entire student body of America might believe that and make the call so they be revealed and removed from your land. You can make the call that they are revealed and removed from your nation! Why should you not? You have a right to! Since you know of a Power that can govern these things without destructive force, then why not have It.

For your sake, We are so grateful tonight, and if We are grateful should you not be? We are free, but you who want to be free should be as grateful as We are! Gratitude is a magnificent activity of Life—magnificent, I repeat my dear ones. You should feel for a few moments the gratitude that charges the feeling world of your beloved Messengers. For the slightest thing their gratitude is boundless, and for the privilege of serving mankind when they might be quite free.

It is one thing to serve of necessity and quite another thing to serve for the joy of serving, for the Freedom of others. In your becoming more vividly aware that you are serving Life for your Freedom, then what a vast difference there comes into your feeling world for then you know that every single effort on your part is a step toward the Victory of Life. Keep it up, my dear ones! Let Us give you the Assistance that We alone may give! One day in the joy of your Eternal Freedom, will you thank Us, as only then you can compre-
hend how to thank. Oh, We do not seek thanks, but in the releasing of these Ascended Master Qualities of thanks, praise and gratitude, mankind must do it in order to have Our Assistance. It is your quickest relief and release just as calling on the Law of Forgiveness for your mistakes and all mistakes is an Almighty Power for your quick release. That is why as mankind understands more of what these simple things mean, then will they enter in with Glory and a Power to receive the Glory of Freedom with a speed that would be incredible to-day.

Light, the Light that beats your heart, is the Power of this Universe! Try to feel It more each day so when you call to the Presence and Power of Light, you know that It is sufficient. You know the answer is forthcoming at once. Then you will transcend time and space right here; and you will know what the old saying means: “Before you have called, I have answered.”

I thank and bless you beloved ones of the Light. I give you My Praise and Gratitude for your steadfastness to the Light! May It ever intensify and expand, until you know no opposition to that Light. I thank you.

· GEMS OF LIGHT ·

Saint Germain:

Never allow a feeling to arise within you of a desire to draw something from any wealthy person. If they give you something, well and beautiful, but for any feeling to go out from you to draw that to you from them would be a disappointment in the end and would prevent your “Mighty I AM Presence” from doing the greater things for you which It will do.
GREET you in the Name of Freedom! Beloved ones, to-night, you have come to know something of the greater harmony of Life as your voices were raised in praise, which is song. I realize that the children of earth are fast coming into a realization, acceptance and an expansion of Life by which the Power of Harmony may quickly take Its Dominion.

Many of you are feeling what the Messenger has said in his own experience—how so few years ago he was so distracted, filled with anxiety and various kinds of distress and how to-day, his Life is one of tranquil poise and harmony which nothing disturbs. That is the example to all of
you of Dominion which you can obtain. Remem-
ber he still has the atomic structure similar to
yours and if he can have self-control, govern it
and feel that continuous peace, harmony and
poise which holds the Central Focus for the stu-
dent body of the world, then you can also. Do you
understand how he has to be that Focus, and if
anything broke that Focus, how the Central poise
of that would be thrown out of balance? Do you
understand what that means? I ask the Staff, if
they understand what that means? If the heav-
ens fell, still he must remain poised, untouched
and undisturbed. Do you understand, my dear
ones?

Beloved students, I speak to all to-night, thru
their Higher Mental Bodies—to every student in
America and the world, these words: "To the
degree that you come into this great calm poise
and hold yourselves undisturbed by any condi-
tions whatever about you, do you lend Us that
Almighty Power to spread thruout the mental
and feeling world of mankind and render the
service so needed at this time. To the degree that
you allow your feelings to become disturbed, are
you serving the forces of destruction.

My dear ones, don't let any student in the land
say to Me: "I cannot maintain self-control." That
is an acceptance of human qualities which is out
in the future! DON'T EVER LET YOURSELVES
VOICE WORDS THAT YOU DO NOT WANT
TO HAVE MANIFEST IN YOUR WORLD. No
matter what occurs in your experience, still
stand by the Power that—"'I AM' the Power of
Self-control in this body, in this feeling world!
'Mighty I AM' take out anything less than Your
Ascended Master Power and see Thy Self-control
is sustained.” Your Higher Mental Body stands ready to sweep out every condition in your feeling world with its cause, effect and record, and set you free now! With Our Assistance, why not accept your Higher Mental Body now in the fulness of Its Power? Do not waste hours and days in questioning about this being done.

Oh, the Freedom that is filling the feeling world of the students thruout the land! You would scarcely believe thru the number in this room to-night, the service that you have rendered. Oh, my dear ones, I think it would not be well to state mathematically just what was done, you might feel quite puffed up. Do you not understand what it means with any and all harmonious efforts upon your part? Know that your Higher Mental Body is constantly ready, waiting, and has been all these centuries for this opportunity to release Its Powers. Remember, what you have seen manifest thru the physical form is but a fragment of what is going on in the mental and feeling world because Perfection must come there first.

It does seem—no, I had better watch out—let us say peculiar, that mankind does not more clearly comprehend in everything they do, in every call they make, that their Higher Mental Bodies are the Power in action, if they will but still the human feelings. My dear ones, there is not one of you who could not have the instantaneous answer to every call if your human qualities were silent enough and still enough! Every one of you can do it, because it is the “I AM Presence” thru your Higher Mental Body that causes the stillness. You make the call, the demand—if you please, the command: “ ‘Mighty I AM Pres-
ence' see that I remain still and quiet! See that I remain harmonious.” Many times, when something starts to disturb you, if you would assert that firmly, you would find the other would be done in a moment.

Mankind have been so enwrapped in the shell of human qualities thru disturbance that they still do not continuously feel their authority to be the “Presence of Harmony”; but since We are offering such great Assistance, is it possible you still do not believe Us? When We say, We have projected into your feeling world certain Qualities, certain Assistance, I ask you to ask yourself: “Now am I feeling the fulness of that? If not, ‘Mighty I AM Presence’ make me feel it”! Do you not see many simple statements like that would bring the instantaneous release and relief you require?

Please take notice of it for I tell you, dear ones, you are at the point of the greatest victory thru thousands of lives. Oh, weary not, in going on in your strong powerful determined assertions and calls to the “Mighty I AM Presence” which beats your heart—the Victory of Light! Many times, I know when you become just a little tired and you begin to wonder—“After all is this Law so great! Why do I get weary”? Because you let yourself! I ask you to observe: Do you ever feel a sense of weariness when you are feeling happy? Then, it is discord that makes you tired and grow weary!

Do you see that your beloved Messengers are under the most powerful discipline that you could possibly imagine? Oh, you do not see that, I know. You do not see behind the scenes. You do not see, the Staff does not see, what is going on in their world and how firm and unyielding they must stand, that all may be free.
My dear ones, it is very wonderful to have reached a point where some of these things can be brought to your attention which will give you strength and power, that you have not known existed in your own feeling world. The Messengers are the example to all mankind, dear ones. They have battled forces, as you know, which would have annihilated a regiment and yet they go on untouched by those forces. Since such a mighty focus of the destructive force acts in the world, then when the Messengers can go serenely on, is there any question of your Victory? Could there be any question, I repeat, of your Victory? See and know this! It is not as if they were not the example, it is not as if they had not proven for five years their ability to call the Presence into action to dissolve all discordant conditions, as they move forward.

In all cities where they have been, the same thing has had to be done again, again and again; but they take no credit to themselves. They make the call to the "Mighty I AM," Presence of Life, and give all credit there because that is the Power which goes forward and does the thing required; and they refuse to feel the responsibility. It is well.

I ask you a question, to-night, and you can just silently answer it to yourselves. How many of you in the room, to-night, do not feel a great responsibility for someone else? I mean you think you do. Is there any one who does not? Dear ones, you see an individual over here and you see an individual over there somewhere and you think: "Oh what a mistake that one is making! Why are they doing this? Why are they doing that"? Are you not feeling responsible for someone else? Is that not wholly unnecessary?
You worry about your husbands, your wives, your sons and your daughters, physically feeling a responsibility for their Perfection. Oh, my dear ones—parents why worry—when you have and they have the Greatest Power and Intelligence in the Universe to which you can call to be their Perfection, their Blessing, their Directing Intelligence, their Invincible Protection, which you cannot physically give! Why not be at peace and call that Almighty Power into action for their Protection, their Directing Intelligence and then you rest in the Power of that Wisdom? Would it not be much better? You cannot take them by the hair and say: "Now you just do this." You know the children of to-day won't accept that, you might have noticed; but you can speak to their Presence and the Higher Mental Body will respond and do at your call what you could never do in a whole life time for their blessing and protection.

Then, if you will take your attention off their human selves the Powers of Light will take command because ofttimes my dear ones, your human feeling goes out to them and prevents your call taking command and being the answer you require. That is the Power of Harmony. If you become violently disturbed and fear something happening to them, do you not see that many times, you compel the very thing you fear to happen? That is considerable responsibility. The same with your friends. The same with your fellow students.

Oh, my dear ones, if in any requirement you would say: "'Mighty I AM Presence' take care of them"! then take your mind off, what a glory would fill your world and would fill the world of
the students everywhere. You cannot afford, my dear ones, to have opinions about others. If something seems to be required, make the call to their "I AM Presence" to produce Perfection in them then take your human mind and feeling off them and you will see Perfection quickly manifest.

I rejoice that this Understanding is very rapidly coming in the student body. How wonderful it would be, if you saw just now the Activity which is taking place in this room. Not one of you will go forth into this room feeling in the least tired. May I remind you, many felt the warmth in the room to-night, uncomfortably so. Do you know what you could do without any of these fans? The number who are here could all charge forth one mighty call to make the atmosphere comfortable in the room and it would remain so. You will learn, ere long, to make your own atmosphere. That will be valuable in many ways.

Do you know that within your Tube of Light, you could so charge forth this Activity that you would be perfectly comfortable in the midst of intense outer heat? How do you suppose the Ascended Masters walk thru blazing fire? If you knew thruout the ages the number of people who have been taken out of the most intense heat of burning buildings by Ascended Masters you would be surprised.

How do you suppose individuals walk with bare feet, over white heat? Oh no, there is no preparation put on their feet when that is Real! That is because above, below and around them is a Tube of Light thru which no heat, no cold penetrates; and as your Beloved Kuthumi once said: "I sit in the heights of the Himalayan
Mountains and I have made a hole in the storm clouds while I write these words to you," at an altitude that would have frozen ink instantly. Such can be done, it is done constantly. Why not begin to claim it, to achieve it, dear ones!

Oh, do you not see that everything of achievement is but a certain momentum gained? If you do not begin to call for it, how are you going to create a momentum which brings it about? Oh, my goodness, how many times We have observed the students making dynamic firm unyielding calls, then all of a sudden contacting something discordant in the outer world and they say: "Oh dear, I think there is not any use of making more effort," just when they were so near gaining the momentum which would have swept in and swept before them, sweeping everything discordant out of their worlds.

That is why I say, my dear ones, you cannot afford to let up. How do you know in the outer, you are not near that Freedom? It might be hours, it might be years, but what is the difference when you know your Goal? I say to you to-night, please leave that to the Wisdom of your Presence and go on, and on, and on. It is so magnificent, dear ones! How vastly different from making application in something where you did not know your Goal. Now, knowing the Goal and knowing it only requires steady unyielding application in your call to the Presence of Life to gain the momentum which will sweep every discordant thing out of your world, you move forward in full serenity—the Conquering Presence of Light.

When a king in your physical world moves forward everything in the pathway is cleared, is it not? Vast crowds surge but in his pathway all
is clear. The King of your world, the Presence of Life is far more powerful than a physical king and if mankind have respect for a human being who is made king of a nation, then how much greater respect should they have to the Presence of Life which is the Governor of the Universe, instead of nations?

Think of it! Your "Mighty I AM Presence" is the Governor of the Universe whose Dignity and Power would enfold you and move you forward in Its Majesty and Power. Only let It do so.

That is why, to-night, in this magnificently charged atmosphere in the glory of these calls, do you realize how many Great Beings you sang to, in praise to-night? If not, recall it. Take your list and refer to it and see how many of the Great Beings of Light and Power you sang to to-night. You never spent time in so valuable an activity as you have to-night. Beloved ones, I ask you to appreciate it with the fulness of your ability, for while you have released in song your praise to these Great Ones, you have rendered a service to yourselves little imagined, to-night. Call for its invincible protection and call that nothing intrude to mar the Harmony and Perfection of that which enfolds you to-night. You are the decreer, you are the determiner of whether you are going to maintain it or not. We can only prompt you and the Power is there beating your hearts this moment which will do it.

The Messenger said: "Would you mind remaining an hour?" Do you know that is close at hand? If I am observing correctly, I think you have not noticed that hour a particle, have you? Oh, my dear beloved ones, you are at the point of transcending time and space, when you can live thru
an hour as a few moments in holding your attention upon the Perfection of Life. Then why not maintain it? Only the touch with the outer world and the attention being drawn away, is all that prevents you from maintaining it. Determine not to let it be drawn here and there. Put it back again and again to the Presence and say: ‘Mighty I AM Presence’ take command of my world of action,” then happily, joyously move forward in your Pathway of Light. I thank you.

- CHARGING OUR FLAG -

E ask every “I AM” Student in America and the world at least once every day call to the “Mighty I AM Presence,” the Great Host of Ascended Masters and Great Cosmic Beings to charge thru every flag in Our Country the Ascended Masters’ Power, Protection and Victory of a Thousand Suns; to annihilate every destructive condition and activity in the United States of America this instant; and to replace all that is destructive by the Ascended Masters’ Almighty Perfection, Divine Order, Divine Justice and Light’s Glorious Freedom to our people forever!

MRS. G. W. BALLARD
DONALD BALLARD
HE No. 1 Study Group Outline has been revised and the changes are now in Loose-leaf form. This has been done to enable every Study Group to build exactly the same pattern at the Inner Level and give to the Great Divine Director the most powerful momentum possible for the protection of America, the greatest need at this hour.

We ask all Study Groups to follow this exactly as given (regardless of what may have been given out verbally or gone out in our correspondence) and eliminate all personal remarks, so the focus of energy and the pattern are not changed from what the Great Divine Director requires.

There are no exceptions to this service which He has asked us to render. This applies to the Regular Study Groups, the Minute Men, the Daughters of Light, the Young People’s Groups, all Patriotic Groups, in fact all Groups.

The following also applies to every Group Leader under this Radiation and we make this request that the greatest number of Ascended Master Words, releasing the most powerful Action of Light for the protection of America, may be charged into the atmosphere over our country; and into the mental and feeling world of every human being in our land and throughout the world.

Please use only the Invocations and Benedictions from the Discourses and the Dictations, as they are always the Ascended Masters’ Words.
No Group Leader’s invocation or benediction can possibly release as great power as the Ascended Masters’ Words. So please never use any invocation or benediction but that which the Ascended Masters have given.

Every Group Leader should have someone prepared to conduct the Study Group in case of his or her absence. It is also necessary to have another musician prepared to substitute in case of a similar condition.

Wherever there is an organ and a novachord or piano and organ it is beneficial to have both played to augment the beauty and Perfection of the music.

The Student body has been informed before not to admit anyone wearing red or black clothing or red or black shoes to the 100% Groups. As soon as the new students understand the Law and the reason for the request to discontinue the wearing of red and black, they are expected to obey the Law and not wear those colors. After a reasonable time has been allowed to enable them to obtain clothing of the right colors, they are expected to give this co-operation.

If anyone stubbornly refuses to comply with this regulation, then he or she is not in that one’s right place and the Group Leader is justified in refusing to admit such a student to the regular Study Groups.

・ GEMS OF LIGHT ・

Saint Germain:

*Why, what does the outer world hold for you, my dear ones, without this Light? You know that it holds absolutely nothing.*
SPECIAL NOTICE

INCE writing the copy for the Notice of our Beloved Messenger's Records in the May "Voice," we have succeeded in securing a beautiful blue transparent, flexible material for making our phonograph records in the future, and because of the special healing quality and vibratory action of same it will add much to the value of these records.

The new pressings of our Messenger's Records now being made and all pressings in the future of the instrumental and vocal records, will be made from this new material.

We know you will be happy to have these beautiful blue records as they carry a special healing radiation. We have been working on these for a long time and now feel they are perfected to the point where we can offer them to the public.

Please send orders for all phonograph records direct to the SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC., Los Angeles, Calif., P.O. Box 428, as all shipments in the future will be made from Los Angeles direct, instead of the Chicago Office.

Because of the increased cost of this special material, it will be necessary to increase the cost slightly. Prices will be as follows:

All double faced records made from blue transparent material $3.00 each—Shipping charges extra.

All records now on hand made from the regular material will be sold at the prices as formerly quoted. $2.50 for double faced records—Shipping charges extra.

MRS. G. W. BALLARD AND DONALD.
SPECIAL NOTICE

WE ARE writing this copy for the notice of our Beloved Messenger's Records in the May "Voice" we have succeeded in securing a necessary plane transportation to assist in the future, and because of the special demand for an important section of some interest in the value of the records.

The new presentation of our Messenger's Records now being made and all previous in the future will be made from this new material.

We know you will be happy to have these present, in the future, and we are now working on these to the improvement and vocal records, will be made from this new material.

Please send orders for all phonograph records, "STAIN DEPARTMENT PRESSES INC.", now 75c and No. 404, and for the Los Angeles office, direct, but at the Chicago office. Because of the increased cost of the special material, it will be necessary to increase the cost slightly. Prices will be as follows:

- All double faced records made from glass plates
- Phono records 2.00 each--Shipping charges extra.
- Exclusive.

Mr. C. W. BALLARD AND DONALD.
GODDESS OF PURITY

It is our very very great privilege to announce the release of a new song—"THE GODDESS OF PURITY" by our Beloved Ascended Messenger, Godfré Ray King.

Thru this glorious music and lyrics, the Goddess of Purity does release Her Light-Substance of Purity into the mind, body and world of everyone who will accept Her Blessed Out-pouring. She stands ready to release Her Cosmic Power of Pur-
ity to sweep out of the mind, body and world of all who give Her their Love, gratitude and Obedience, every destructive impulse, condition and accumulation; and to replace those qualities with Her Great Eternal Purity and Perfection for all thru whom She pours Her Light Rays.

This Song is charged with the powerful healing Energy and Substance from the Goddess of Purity, and as it is heard, sung or played, may its Almighty Healing, Perfecting Presence pour thru and around all who contact it in any way.

May everyone on earth sing this magnificent song and help to release the Ascended Master Purity which all mankind need so much!

May the Blessings of Light, Love, Peace, Protection and Perfection pour out to all thru this song so powerfully that the very earth trembles at the blaze of Her Glory and all accept the Great Perfection and Help She brings.

The picture on the cover is the gift and blessing of our beloved May DaCamara whom we thank and bless for her mighty service. May blessings without limit forever fill her and her world and give her the Ascension in this embodiment!

This song was first sung in Chicago and is dedicated to that city to release a mighty Out-pouring of the Goddess of Purity’s Power and Light there, until Chicago becomes an Alabaster City of Light as the Ascended Masters have commanded.

May every human being on earth see this Great Blessed Goddess of Purity face to face in the Visible, tangible Body and have the greatest blessing of all time, the Ascended Masters’ Purity, Power and Perfection to raise all into Perfection forever.

In Eternal Gratitude,

MRS. G. W. BALLARD
DONALD BALLARD
It is the greatest joy and privilege of our lives to announce the release of phonograph records of our Beloved Ascended Messenger’s Glorious Invocations, Benedictions, Radio Broadcasts and Class talks given by Him at the Shrine Class in 1937.

They have been put on phonograph records, so as many people as possible can have Our Blessed Messenger’s voice in the “I AM” Study Groups and in the individuals’ homes.

If the students will use them in their own homes every day, calling to Him to charge His full Ascended Master Consciousness, Energy, Light, Victory and Power thru them, into each one’s own home and affairs, it will enable Him to charge tremendous Power of the Cosmic Light and Perfection into the individual and his world.

Therefore, our Blessed Messenger will really be able to function in two Octaves of Light at the same time; for in doing this, there is really no barrier between our physical world, where He released such Light and Power to help us all and the full Divine Perfection of His Ascended Master Octave. It will also enable Him to charge every word He spoke then, with His Present full Ascended Master Power of Light, to raise all to the Ascended Masters’ Octave of Light and Perfection and set us free from all limitations.

His Words were recorded at that time by Mr. Cecil Stokes and have been given to us as a glad free gift and service of Love, by him for the service to and blessing of the “I AM” Students, America and the world. We acknowledge this gift and thank and bless Mr. Stokes without limit forever!
We call for his Ascension and that of his loved ones in this embodiment!

May everyone on earth have these records and play them without limit, so Our Beloved Messenger can release all the Power, Protection and Blessing of Light possible for each one’s Ascension and the Eternal Victory of the Light for America and all mankind now.

May these records bless you and all in the world without limit forever and forever.

MRS. G. W. BALLARD
DONALD BALLARD

3300-A—Invocation No. 1 Mr. G. W. Ballard
3300-B—Invocation No. 2 Mr. G. W. Ballard
3301-A—Benediction Mrs. G. W. Ballard
3301-B—Benediction Mr. G. W. Ballard
3302-A—Invocation Mr. G. W. Ballard
3302-B—There Is No Death Mr. G. W. Ballard

The Above Records Price $2.50—Postpaid $2.75

3303-A—Beginning of Dictations Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-B—Continuation Dictation Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-C—Continuation Dictation Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-D—Continuation Dictation Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-E—Continuation Dictation Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-F—Continuation Dictation Mr. G. W. Ballard

These Six Records Not Sold Separately
Price $7.00—Postpaid $7.75
FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF RADIO STATIONS
NOW BROADCASTING TRANSCRIPTIONS:

KFWB, Hollywood, Calif. 9:00 A.M. Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
KRE, Berkeley, Calif. 8:30-8:45 P.M. Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
WORL, Boston, Mass. 7:45-8:00 A.M. Tuesdays
WCPO, Cincinnati, Ohio 8:15-8:30 P.M. Wednesdays
KFEL, Denver, Colorado 10:30-10:45 A.M. Sundays
KFOX, Long Beach, Calif. 10:45-11:00 A.M. Sundays
WIP, Philadelphia, Penna. 10:45-11 A.M. Sunday,
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
KWJJ, Portland, Oregon 9:45-10:00 A.M. Sunday
9:30-9:45 P.M. Tuesday, Friday
KOL, Seattle, Washington 10:30-10:45 A.M. Sundays
WKAT, Miami Beach, Florida 10:15-10:30 A.M. Sundays
WHN, New York City, N. Y. 10:00-10:15 A.M. Monday,
Wednesday, Saturday
WKZO, Kalamazoo, Michigan 9:45-10:00 A.M. Sundays
WTHT, Hartford, Conn. 10:45-11:00 A.M. Sundays
KCKN, Kansas City, Kansas 9:45-10:00 A.M. Sundays
(Every Other Sunday)
WSGN, Birmingham, Alabama 12:15-12:30 Noon, Sundays

NOTE: We reserve all Radio Broadcasting rights unconditionally, and no
one is allowed to broadcast any of the "I AM" Instruction, or read from the
books over the Radio except Mr. or Mrs. Ballard.
We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS
and
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
We are now prepared to receive subscriptions for the year beginning with the issue of March, 1940, and it will materially assist our planning if those intending to renew their subscriptions will send their renewals as early as possible.

All subscriptions must start with March, 1936, 1937, 1938, 1939 or 1940. All back issues may be secured at any time, either by yearly subscription or single copies at the following rates:

In California $3.09 a year
In United States outside of California $3.00
In other countries $3.50 a year
Single copies, 35 cents

The magazine may be purchased in attractive bound volumes, matching the Saint Germain Series and holding one year’s issues. Price, $4.25. Binding your own copies, $1.25. Plus shipping.

Your change of address must reach this office not later than the 10th of the month in order to assure that month’s issue being sent to the new address on the regular mailing date. Your co-operation will be appreciated and our service to you assured.

Thank you!

THE VOICE OF THE I AM
Sizes below can be purchased at the
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2600 South Hoover Street Los Angeles, California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tax</th>
<th>Postage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Folder, size 5x7, hand colored</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, hand colored, 5x7</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Satin book-mark</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Satin book-mark</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, desk framed</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, framed</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, 2 1/2 x 3 1/2 folder</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, 2 1/2 x 3 1/2 tinted folder</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, 2 1/2 x 3 1/2 folder</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, 2 1/2 x 3 1/2 tinted folder</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus seals</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain seals</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I AM&quot; Pins</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I AM&quot; Rings</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Jesus, 12x16, hand colored</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Saint Germain, 12x16, hand colored</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Folder Jesus and Saint Germain, 12x16</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Folder Jesus and Saint Germain, 12x16</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus' Ascension, 12x16</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus' Ascension, miniature folder</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Luminous Presence, 12x16</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Luminous Presence, miniature folder</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 15x18, framed</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 15x18, framed</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 7x9 1/2, framed</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 7x9 1/2, framed</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 5 1/2 x 7 1/2, framed</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 5 1/2 x 7 1/2, framed</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus seal, silver framed, tinted</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain seal, silver framed, tinted</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 24x32, sepia finish</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 24x32, sepia finish</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 19x24, sepia finish</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 18x24, sepia finish</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I AM&quot; Emblems (stickers)</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The Magic Presence,&quot; 30x48</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The Magic Presence,&quot; 12x20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAX COLLECTED ONLY IN STATE OF CALIFORNIA
UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I — By Godfre Ray King
Containing the first group of the author’s experiences.
Price $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II — By Godfre Ray King
Containing the second group of the author’s experiences.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,
Volume III — By the Ascended Master, Saint Germain
Containing thirty-three Discourses, explaining the Ascended Masters’ application of the "I AM," with three color plates.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES,
Volume V—Parts 1 and 2 — By Chanera
A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the "Mighty I AM Presence."
Price $1.75, Postpaid $2.00

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES,
Volume VI — By Various of the Ascended Masters
Containing twenty Discourses dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT,
Volume VII — By Various of the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing twenty-six Discourses, dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.
Price $3.00, Postpaid $3.25

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS — By Chanera
Vest Pocket Edition of powerful Adorations and Affirmations.
Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20

"I AM" DECREE BOOKLET — By Chanera
A paper bound booklet, containing a collection of "I AM" Decrees which everyone can use to bring Freedom to the individual, America and the world.
Size 5 1/2 x 8.
Price 25 cents each, Postpaid 40 cents

SPECIAL "I AM" DECREES
LOOSE-LEAF BINDER in heavy green cloth, stamped to match the Saint Germain Series. For Special "I AM" Decrees as they come out from time to time; also Loose-leaf Songs. These Decrees and Songs are printed on fillers punched to fit Binder, which hold about 150 leaves (300 pages).
Binder Price $1.25 each, Postpaid $1.40
Decrees and Songs 1c per page (2 pages to the leaf).
Postpaid—according to weight.

TRANSLATIONS

BOOKS IN BRAILLE
"UNVEILED MYSTERIES" — In Two Volumes — Price $5.00
"THE MAGIC PRESENCE" — In Three Volumes — Price $7.25
"THE ‘I AM’ DISCOURSES" — In Two Volumes — Price $6.75
"ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES" — In Two Volumes — Price $7.00

Plus Mailing Charges
CHART OF "THE MAGIC PRESENCE"
A beautifully lithographed chart, suitable for framing and contemplation.
Size 30 x 52½ on heavy linen for Study Groups and individual use.
Price $12.00, mailing charges included
Size 12 x 21 on medium weight paper. Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20
Size 5 x 7½ on lighter paper. Price 15 cents each, Postpaid 18 cents
Size 2½ x 3¾—sold in lots of not less than one dozen. Price 50 cents per dozen,

CHARTS AND FLAMES-IN-ACTION
This animation of the Charts and Flames enables the student to feel the action of both with powerful intensity.
Size 30 x 52½. Price $200.00 each, Plus Express
Size 12 x 21. Price $50.00 each, Plus Express
All prices for Charts and Flames-in-action f.o.b. Los Angeles, California. Order from SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC., Los Angeles Branch, P. O. Box 428, Los Angeles, California.

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS
Hand colored steel engraving of etching by Charles Sindelar.
Size 12 x 16. Price $2.00 each, Postpaid $2.25

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN
Hand colored steel engraving of etching by Robert Aguilar.
Size 12 x 16. Price $2.00. Postpaid $2.25

PICTURE OF THE COSMIC BEING, ORION, better known as "THE OLD MAN OF THE HILLS"
Hand colored steel engraving of etching.
Size 12 x 16. Price each $2.50, Postpaid $2.85
Size 11 x 14. Price each $3.50, Postpaid $4.00
Size 15 x 19½. Price each $10.00, Express collect
Size 30 x 40. Price each $25.00, Express collect

"THE VOICE OF THE ‘I AM’"
Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning February, 1936. Yearly subscriptions begin with March, 1940. Price $3.00, Single copy 35 cents

RADIO BROADCASTING TRANSCRIPTIONS

MUSIC OF THE SPHERES
SON OF LIGHT GODDESS OF PURITY OH WORLD VICTORIOUS
“I AM” COME ROSE OF LIGHT VOICE OF THE PRESENCE
LOTUS MY LOVE SILENT SENTINEL AMERICA OUR BELOVED LAND
RAINBOW RAYS NADA OUR LOVE LIGHT OF MY HEART
A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfre Ray King. These songs are especially charged with powerful healing and special activity, according to the meaning of the lyrics.
Each piece of music has beautiful lithographed cover in color, suitable for framing, each representing that which the music portrays.
Price each $1.00, Postpaid $1.15
THE
SAINT GERMAIN
SERIES

VICTROLA AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

| RR-1201 — INVOCATION | Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Son |
| RR-1202 — CONTEMPLATION (Silent Night) | Mrs. Ballard |
| RR-1203 — BENEDICTION | Mr. and Mrs. Ballard |
| RR-1247 — CONTEMPLATION (Nearer My God to Thee) | Mrs. Ballard |
| 200-A — LIGHT OF MY HEART (Instrumental) | Lotus Ray King, Harp |
| 200-B — ROSE OF LIGHT | Frederick Landwehr, Novachord |
| 201-A — LOTUS MY LOVE (Instrumental) | Lotus Ray King, Harp |
| 201-B — VOICE OF THE PRESENCE | Frederick Landwehr, Novachord |
| 202-A — SON OF LIGHT (Instrumental) | Lotus Ray King, Harp |
| 202-B — CALL TO LIGHT | Frederick Landwehr, Novachord |
| 203-A — RAINBOW RAYS (Instrumental) | Lotus Ray King, Harp |
| 203-B — OH WORLD VICTORIOUS | Frederick Landwehr, Novachord |
| 204-A — SILENT SENTINEL (Instrumental) | Lotus Ray King, Harp |
| 204-B — AMERICA OUR BELOVED LAND | Frederick Landwehr, Novachord |
| 204-C — “I AM” COME (Single) (Instrumental) | Lotus Ray King, Harp |
| 500-A — LIGHT OF MY HEART (Trio) | Frederick Landwehr, Novachord |
| 500-B — ROSE OF LIGHT | Violet Fairchild, Soloist |
| 501-A — LOTUS MY LOVE (Trio) | Frederick Landwehr, Novachord |
| 501-B — VOICE OF THE PRESENCE | Violet Fairchild, Soloist |
| 502-A — SON OF LIGHT (Trio) | Frederick Landwehr, Novachord |
| 502-B — CALL TO LIGHT | Violet Fairchild, Soloist |
| 503-A — RAINBOW RAYS (Trio) | Frederick Landwehr, Novachord |
| 503-B — OH WORLD VICTORIOUS | Violet Fairchild, Soloist |
| 504-A — SILENT SENTINEL (Trio) | Frederick Landwehr, Novachord |
| 504-B — AMERICA OUR BELOVED LAND | Violet Fairchild, Soloist |
| 504-C — “I AM” COME (Single) (Trio) | Frederick Landwehr, Novachord |

These Records are suitable for individual contemplation or use in Study Groups. Price each $2.50. Postpaid $2.75

Headquarters for All Publications

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, P. O. Box 1133, Chicago, Ill.

Western Representative

SINDELAR STUDIOS, 2600 So. Hoover St., Los Angeles, California

Copyrighted by Saint Germain Press, Chicago, Illinois